SLIDE INTO SUMMER MATHEMATICS

DreamBox (Grades K-2 Mathematics)
- https://play.dreambox.com/login/s7qq
  - Click the campus name, Click the teacher’s name, Click the student’s name

Think Through Math (Grades 3-4 Mathematics)
- https://lms.thinkthroughmath.com/users/sign_in
  - Student Username:
  - Student Password:

Pasadena ISD Mathematics Website (Grades K-4 Mathematics)
- http://pisdmathematics.weebly.com/
  - Click the grade level, Click the Virtual Manipulative/Concept
mathematics

reason, reporting, form, language, sentences, communicating

operations, mathematical standards, mathematical concepts

mathematics, students, applications, sense

guided, multiple strategy, algebraic

formulate, computational, measurement, work

geometry, number, problem-solve, the process

HAPPY MATHING!!!

#PISDMATHCHAT

Like Us! Follow Us!
PISDMathematics